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Sebastian Niculescu: Hi. This is Sebastian Castro Niculescu, and I will be interviewing Ryan 

Segur for the Pembroke Oral History Project at Brown. And the date is November 8, 2018, and 

we’re in the basement of Sayles Hall. Hi. 

 

Ryan Segur: Hello. 

 

SN: How are you doing today? 

 

RS: I’m doing pretty, pretty well.  

 

SN: And so if you’re ready to get started, we can just do some like background. Where are you 

from? Early kind of experiences that you’ve had that were important to you and your identity. 

And also eventually in what you’re doing now, the kind of like early-in-life questions. 

 

RS: For sure. So I identify as a non-binary trans woman. That’s an identity that has kind of 

shifted and come into different [00:01:00] words over time. I feel like I came out as gender queer 

at Brown first. And then really came into the word non-binary, and to like, capture my 

experience more, interacted with the word “trans femme” and still kind of like that word to some 

degree. But then as I started hormone therapy, which I got access to when I got off my parents’ 

insurance after I graduated, as my body started to change, I realized that I am coming into a 

degree of trans womanhood, just my body changing, by the way, society and the people around 

me in my communities read my body. But I feel, as I’m seeing a lot of other non-binary 

assigned-male-at-birth people who undergo hormone therapy, feel that there’s still an essential 
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part of me that’s non-binary. And so those two words feel very equal and not really at [00:02:00] 

odds. Both are important.  

As far as background goes, I was born in New Orleans, Louisiana, or just outside of New 

Orleans, in Slidell, Louisiana, to a military family. Both of my parents were in the Navy. And we 

actually lived in Mississippi at the time, because that’s where my mom and dad were stationed. 

That house is totally gone. It was wiped out in Hurricane Katrina. But we only lived there for 

about two years. We moved to DC for my parents’ work, and so my mom could be closer to her 

family on that side. We were actually more rural Maryland, in the swampland. It was a really 

beautiful house out in the woods. We were there for a little bit, and then my mom had the option 

– My dad retired, and my mom had the option for this move to London, England, or Omaha, 

[00:03:00] Nebraska. She chose Nebraska, which is so frustrating to me now. But I have asked 

friends, like what would it be like if I grew up in London? And they’d be like, you’d be cold, like 

even more so. I am a pretty warm and real human being. I like to think. But yeah, so my 

formative years, and really a lot of my identity, is based around rural America, the rural 

Midwest. I grew up on the border of Nebraska and Iowa in rural Iowa, in a town of less than a 

couple hundred people.  

But I didn’t associate with that town as much. Mostly went across the river, like 25 

minutes up the interstate, to Omaha, Nebraska. And that’s where I went to school. I was very 

lucky to get into a – My family was middle class, but the preparatory school [00:04:00] that we 

wanted me to go to was very much out of our comfort zone financially. But I placed well on the 

entrance exam and got into that private school, which was a really big deal. I got a scholarship, 

and that was my first association with college as a way of escaping the Midwest. It had been in 

my mind from middle school, but I could tell that that school was really going to set me up to 

really escape or leave to somewhere that was more queer-friendly, more safe. The Midwest is 

just like a lot of, and my specific part of the Midwest, especially, it’s just like not as safe for 

queer and trans folks, than other parts of America. It’s all relative, but my formative coming out, 

coming [00:05:00] into my gender identity, I feel like I first had the signs when I was two or 

three. I have a very salient memory of wanting to – being in a daycare setting and wanting to 

wear a dress. And then the daycare ladies laughing at me and handing me a pair of slacks instead. 

And me looking at those and just being like, these don’t make sense. They’re so ugly. Or being 

five on the playground and being behind girls in line, with their nails painted all these bright 
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colors. And I’d be like, I’m going to paint my nails this color or this color. And me thinking and 

then saying to them, I want to paint my nails. And them being like no, you can’t. You’re a boy. I 

think growing up in a military family made me so that I kind of learned to conceal that gender 

nonconformity and that gender cues from a young age. And so like when I did end up coming 

out here at Brown, my mom especially [00:06:00] was very shocked. Was just like, you didn’t 

exhibit any of this as a kid. Really fits into that narrative of rapid-onset gender dysphoria that, 

and we’ll talk about that later, because it really does fit into Brown.  

 

SN: Yeah. Yeah. 

 

RS: But that specific instance here at Brown was very sensitive to me because my mom, in some 

ways, was one of those parents that was just really shocked and was not comfortable with me 

going on hormone therapy and was not the most supportive at first. Even though she’ll deny that 

now, and she’s really come along. But yeah, my first part of my life was, I grew up in an area 

that was very conservative, that now is Trump-dominated, as far as Trump supporters go. 

Always swings red.  

And so the current political climate doesn’t surprise me. I didn’t have that liberal shock 

that a lot of folks that grew up on the East Coast had, because that was my upbringing. 

[00:07:00] That was the environment that I grew up in. I grew up around groups of teenage boys 

that were very toxic and very unabashedly and obviously queer- and homophobic. And 

thankfully, the private school I went to was an environment where I could subtly come out by 

word of mouth and live my life as a queer-cis-gay person only. It’s funny how queer and cis-gay 

go together in that context. But even coming to that school in eighth grade, I remember very 

specifically, there was a binary dress code. And there was a person who was assigned female at 

birth and wanted to wear slacks but had like shorter hair and was very much coding, as the 

school saw it, more as a boy. And it made the school very uncomfortable. And they actually told 

this person that you need to wear the skirt, or you’re not allowed to go to school here anymore. 

And yeah. [00:08:00] This was my eighth-grade year, so not like 10 years ago, something around 

that. And that person left the school because of it, because that person was dealing with some 

sort of like gendered feeling of coming into themselves, and I can’t believe – So I think I had a 

moment there, that any gender cues that I was still suppressing at that point, I think that was the 
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ultimate moment where I went to full suppression mode, where I just kind of saw that it was, I 

had, was like to do well at this school and get out to a point where I have to be safe. I wasn’t 

even thinking this consciously, but I just don’t think there was any space for me to come to my 

trans-ness in that environment growing up. Then I got into Brown. I feel very fortunate about 

that. And I remember reading that acceptance. That was the point in my mind where kind of the 

passive feeling of like panic and uncertainty about my future started to [00:09:00] go away. That 

was the first moment where I had a feeling that I was like, I’m going to be OK. Like, I’m going 

to go into an environment where I’ll have the ability to succeed or just be myself, more or less. 

But yeah, that’s my upbringing. 

 

SN: So I’m really curious about maybe then how like, in that context, you saw Brown. And what 

the discourse was at Brown like in the context, and if that was seen as a kind of like, oh, you’re 

going to a liberal haven or something. 

 

RS: It was definitely seen as a liberal haven. And I was really turned onto it because the only 

other out, cis-gay man or just like queer person at my school, his name was Drew Hackman. He 

actually did a lot of really good activism here at Brown, within the QA center and got funding to 

go back to Nebraska and start this Queer [00:10:00] Nebraska youth network, which was like one 

of my first times of meeting other queer people in Nebraska. Prior to having that network, I knew 

one other queer person, if that. And that totally changed the game. That was my first access to 

queer community. And I kind of had this instinctual knowledge that like, that funding, that 

ability for that community to be built, came from this institution. And so like, I had this want to 

come here, for a variety of reasons. Admission to Ivies is never a sure thing, and it felt like a 

(inaudible) in a lot of ways. And I was really looking at, especially because the admittance rate 

from Midwestern states is so low. The year before mine, I think 2016, Nebraska was the one 

state that wasn’t represented because they let two to three students in, and then like, if [00:11:00] 

none of those go, then there’s just, yeah. It’s just wild. And it’s like that for a lot of Midwestern 

states. Yeah. It looked to me like the best version of getting out. I was like, out of all the schools 

I was applying to, a lot of the other ones were smaller, liberal arts schools, like Oberlin or 

Grinnell or Macalester. It seemed like the pinnacle of achieving like queer, that queer haven that 

I was looking for. 
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SN: And so what year did you get to Brown? 

 

RS: I started in – graduated high school in 2013 and started in the fall. Because I didn’t have any 

means to take a gap year. I was ready to like start. 

 

SN: Ready to go.  

 

RS: Ready to come here right away. 

 

SN: So what was it like first getting here and interacting with other Brown students and keeping 

that kind of like image in your head, in ways? 

 

RS: [00:12:00] I think, it’s so funny to think back to those first memories of being in the dorm. 

My group of folks in my unit freshman year were a lot more down to earth than I expected. They 

were a lot of like engineering and computer science and those kind of folks. And a fair amount of 

international folks that aren’t associated with the Buxton crowd here. Hopefully folks that are 

Brown-affiliated will know that context. Maybe Buxton will be changed when folks read this in 

the future. But no, we’re just like, the unit as itself was very understated. And I remember 

remarking to folks that I was thinking I was a bigger fish in this pond than I expected to be. And 

I think my first [00:13:00] taste of interacting with other Brown students, and getting interaction 

with the Brown student-life culture that I came to really affiliate with for the rest of my time here 

was meeting the TWT peers, that folks through the Third World Transition Program. I had no 

means of knowing that that was a program that like might have been good for me as a gender-

minority person. I think it was a little bit less common for White folks to do the program then, 

too. There would only be maybe like a couple out of the like – But upon reading it, I just didn’t 

think it was a space for me. But then like, all of my friends, more or less, had done that program. 

And I kind of came into that social-justice mindset, which I was already really interested in but 

had no exposure to, growing up in Nebraska. [00:14:00] Beyond like, some like, kind of basic 

level of LGBT activism I had done, like participating in the equal rights ordinance protest for 

equal employment, like a non-employment discrimination ordinance that got repealed like the 
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year after it passed. It was wild. And a couple of other things. But I really came into like the 

social-justice culture. And that was a community that I really looked up to and held in high 

regard my first year.  

And then I do remember going to the first QA social in the first week and meeting folks 

there. But I think the QA was going through a really interesting year. That was the last year that 

[sex power god?] happened. Yeah. And the QA was a very uncertain place. There was a lot of 

like interesting shifts of student [00:15:00] involvement and like weird hierarchical power 

structures within that. And so I think I felt that it was kind of an uncertain place that wasn’t 

really ready to create a fully comforting environment for first years. So I think I defaulted more 

to the friends that I met through that. There was kind of like the TWTP group that became my 

friend group. And then the folks that I spent a vast majority of time with the first year were the 

theatre A Capella kids. I fell into that culture hard because I had did theatre in Nebraska, but I 

had very little exposure to that.  

So I think my queerness and my gayness at the time was definitely a part of me. But I 

don’t think it’s something that I activated as much my freshman year. I think I was really just 

trying to meet people and being exposed to new concepts. And I had a mustache at the time. 

 

SN: Oh wow. 

 

RS: Yeah. I was really deeply repressed and was in cis-gayness. I [00:16:00] remember a lot of 

people would hold me in a high regard or tell me that I was very sexually attractive. It like was a 

weird part of my freshman year, that people would tell me, oh, everyone thinks you’re so 

attractive. Guys who have never experimented with guys before would be like, oh, if I would 

experiment with a guy, it would be with that person. And so that was a weird kind of like social 

capital that I developed the first year. And maybe it was a difficult part of my transition at first, 

too, that I had to, part of my identity at Brown was being considered an attractive person, which 

is a weird kind of capital that isn’t fully talked about.  

 

SN: But it’s definitely operative.  
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RS: But it’s definitely operative. And I think it gave me mobility within different communities, 

too. Like I was picked up by a bunch of seniors in the theatre community and [00:17:00] became 

friends with a lot of older senior women. And would like party with them and then be like really 

drunk and fall asleep in their beds with them. And I’m wondering, I look back on it now and I’m 

like, were a lot of those relationships, those women being attracted to me, were some of those, I 

didn’t really know what was happening as a first year. But I think I really enjoyed social 

climbing as a first year. I think I would even directly talk about that concept. So I think coming 

from small-pond Nebraska to here, I was just trying to be as social and climb the social network 

here as quickly as I could.  

 

SN: So just to step backwards, just to make sure we get some details for those that are not 

familiar, and I’m not familiar, what do you mean by the Buxton crowd? 

 

RS: Oh, I just think that like the Buxton house here, which is the international [00:18:00] dorm 

here on campus, has like lately, I think, been critiqued for its lack of self-awareness around class 

issues. And so I just remember a lot of the folks that I was – It just is a strange space, and it kind 

of is its own little separate (inaudible). I remember going to parties there freshman and 

sophomore year. They would have the best and fanciest bottles of champagne. It was a really 

interesting subculture of Brown my freshman year, is that they were like international folks that 

would host these huge satellite parties, where they would sometimes like buy out clubs and have 

huge bottles of champagne. And yeah, there was this really weird [00:19:00] air of celebrity 

college party culture when I was younger. The party culture was a lot more active when I was a 

freshman at Brown. The frats were also really active then, too. A common Friday or Saturday 

night is that there would be, the porches of the frats would all be fully populated. And there 

would some nights be lines out the doors to parties. And people would like fill the quad. It was 

very, very different than it is now. And so Buxton was kind of a part of that, because it was there. 

But it would have a different element of being, in some ways, more exclusive because they like 

didn’t like the American party culture as much. But then like also were also exclusive to 

different folks from different international contexts that didn’t fit their like often European-

centric and class-based party standards.  
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SN: And then related to that, on sex power god. 

 

RS: Sex power god was [00:20:00] a party that was run by the [Queer Lives?] as a fundraiser and 

was originally supposed to be this party and space for unapologetic queer and trans, mostly queer 

at the beginning, but queer and trans sexual expression. And so folks would often come to it as 

not clothed as possible, like in lingerie or (inaudible). It had a like reputation of, I’m not sure 

what it was like in its first couple of years. But it built a reputation of being a sex party. And that 

pretty much anything could fly in that party, as long as it wasn’t directly penetrative. And so like 

I know a lot of folks that got mono from SPG. And I didn’t go that year because I was dealing 

with some interesting bodily discomfort that was present through my whole time as a, trying to 

be a cis-gay man, which was funny. [00:21:00] And I also was in a musical at the time. There 

was a production of Hair my first semester at Brown, where we were doing, performed nude 

every performance. Just for one scene, but it was still like a lot as a, as a freshman. And we 

would have our own naked parties for that that were desexualized and were very freeing spaces. 

So I’m like, I already have this subculture. I don’t need to go to this sex party that I don’t know 

how I feel about. But it was this, tickets were relatively expensive. They were $20 to $30. And 

folks that like had a certain affiliation with the QA could get their tickets like, most people would 

buy tickets for student-group fundraisers. Now, it’s just by word of mouth or talking to folks. 

Everyone else had to wait in a line like almost overnight. And how it often would be is that like 

[00:22:00] the folks – and I don’t know why it was like that – but folks would wait in that line 

for hours and hours. And a lot of those folks would end up being straight. And so it was thought 

of as almost as a way of, they want to like, of weeding out straight folks or hazing straight folks. 

But a lot of the folks that would also be in that line would be first- or second-year queer folks 

that don’t have, or maybe just queer folks that aren’t out or don’t have connections to the QA. It 

got shut down because it became an unsafe space. And someone finally realized that there’s, this 

party is not at all what it used to be. Like the phenomenon of something being started to center 

the safety of queer people and then kind of just being taken over and appropriated by all these 

other folks with different wants and needs. But yeah, my freshman year, I think, was the last year 

of that party. And then there would be even whispers about, one of the original [00:23:00] QA 

heads that used to run that party tried to bring back a different iteration last year, that was maybe 

going to be run by [bombs?]. And they started like a publicity campaign, with a couple of things 
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that came out. It was called Enigma. Do you remember that? That was created by one of the 

people that used to run SPG, and it was supposed to be like a new version of that like – But it 

quickly got shut down once folks realized what it was going to be. 

 

SN: OK. OK. And so past first year, I’m wondering about how, you talked about trying to 

perform cis-gayness still at the time. And so at what point did you start, and what influence, like 

developing a vocabulary for yourself, that was other than that. And like really starting to express 

that. 

 

RS: Sophomore year, I fell into a really deep and intense depression. My sophomore, or my 

sophomore [00:24:00] fall semester, I was in RPL at the time. And so I was in a single. And a lot 

of, it’s often really poorly timed. But like sophomore year, for all the folks that are RPLs, it’s 

often the first time all of them have lived like alone alone, apart from folks. And it’s also the first 

time that a lot of folks experience their first severe mental health, because that’s the onset of any 

significant mental health disorder you’re going to have is early around 19 to 21. And the allure 

and freshness of freshman year has worn off. I was also – So I was planning on pledging [zay?], 

interestingly enough, because I had a lot of friends that were there. And it felt like I had a lot of 

uncertainty freshman year, that I was bouncing between so many different [00:25:00] 

communities. But I didn’t have anything that felt firm, like didn’t have a community that felt 

validating or consistent. I thought zay was going to be that for me, but I was offered the RPL 

position off the waitlist. And based on how I was feeling over the summer, I was processing like 

illness within my family, my dad being very sick. And my family dynamic has always been very, 

become emotionally abusive with my parents. So developed a lot of the beginnings of like pretty, 

my depression over the summer. And I took the RPL position. And sophomore year was just 

very, very hard for me. I think a lot of folks have this experience when they experience the worst 

of their mental health at Brown. But it felt like it was hard to get through the week. I didn’t have 

an image or a mindset of what the next week looked like. I didn’t really believe that I could get 

through the semester. And I kind of just [00:26:00] kept trudging on.  

And things just finally started to get better. And it wasn’t until the end of that year, I 

thankfully had secured this really [obscure?] internship that I got funding for in Claremont, 

outside of Los Angeles. It was kind of isolated there. I was in this community of other interns, 
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none of whom were queer. But I was subletting this super-expensive apartment without air 

conditioning, was hooking up with guys on Tinder and wasn’t satisfied. And was still 

suppressing and not feeling a connection to my body that felt healthy. And then I watched Paris 

Is Burning, I think, for the second time. And then started to have this feeling of like looking at 

the folks and the bodies in that movie. And being like, [00:27:00] maybe this is me. Or just 

having some sort of, feeling something like shift inside of me. And then I remember biking home 

late at night from work and just having a realization, literally, while biking. It was very clear in 

my mind. I was like, maybe I’m not a boy. And it was late. It was late. It was like, must have 

been either 19 or 20 at the time. And then things just started to kind of go from there. Like I 

came back to Brown junior year and came out as gender queer to folks and started to socially 

transition. My social transition was especially hard because I had internalized so much queer and 

transphobia from the Midwest, towards myself and other trans folks. [00:28:00]  

So it was a really difficult process, like every time I like toyed with an element of my 

appearance. Or like I remember the first time I wore lipstick, it was black lipstick. And this is 

still how my gender works sometimes. But the way that I had to like associate my gender was to 

make it really punk, like to go all out and to make it like in that way. And I still only really wear 

dark lipsticks or would go with more of the black, like all-black goth girlfriend aesthetic. Every 

time I would make a subtle change to my gendered appearance, it felt like simultaneously so 

validating. And I was finally giving breath to a part of myself that was authentically me, and 

finally seeing myself as myself for the first time. But also so difficult at the same time. And I had 

grown up knowing so few trans people, mostly hearing about them being [00:29:00] murdered or 

attacked in the news. Even like drag queens in my hometown would get attacked. So it was very 

difficult for me to come into that process. The biggest shift for me at the beginning was pronouns 

and getting folks to use “they” pronouns. And it started to really shift who I was around and who 

my friend groups were, too. Because I really fought with the A Capella group I was in. 

 

SN: I see.  

 

RS: Because I was like, I don’t want to be a male-gendered voice anymore. Can we work with 

this? And there was a lot of pushback, especially amongst the younger members. So I ended up 

leaving that community. I was on the musical forum board and ended up leaving that 
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community, as well, because I like helped produce this queer and trans review, which was 

actually one of the first instances of queer theatre at Brown and kind of like, yeah – But at the 

[00:30:00] end of that, I felt so tokenized and was like, I’m done with that. So really left a lot of 

my student groups and communities I was active in then.  

But I was becoming happier and more myself. It was simultaneously great and very 

difficult at the same time. And I was gender queer for a while and then came into the word “trans 

femme” more towards like senior year. And really started to find those genuine connections I 

was looking for. Was kind of in and out of the zay community and found some connections 

there, but my true connections came with the TWTP folks that I was close with my freshman 

year. I came back to that community, and they saw me very truly as myself and really embraced 

me. And some of them are like my best friends. One’s a current roommate. Yeah. Those are the 

folks that really became my core group at Brown.  

But [00:31:00] toying with the idea of going on hormone therapy was very especially 

stressful for me. I remember the first time that I realized that that might be an option I would 

have to pursue in order to deal with my relationship with my body or be seen as myself. And I 

remember being really scared of it, of like not knowing what the negative health effects, if any 

would be. And I remember researching on Wikipedia with this kind of panicked feeling. And 

then just preparing for this second coming-out process to my family, because the first coming-

out process, of coming out queer sexually, was something in itself.  

Brown, as a whole, I do feel very grateful that it happened at Brown. I have a lot of 

feelings about Brown’s support of trans people interpersonally, but not on an institutional level. 

And we can talk more about that. But [00:32:00] overall, I feel like having communities that 

were, or in spaces, having the option of having spaces that cared about these things and made 

space for trans folks was really important and formative for me. And I think was a really big 

crutch for me in my transition. A process that could have been extremely difficult, so much, 

somewhere else, a lot easier. And I do think about and I do wonder, like, I wish I could have 

come out earlier. But if I was in Nebraska, I think, who knows when I would have come out? 

And gone through that process of realization, if ever.  

 

SN: Yeah. 
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RS: And so Brown, as a whole, I feel like the student groups, because there’s this foster of this 

community, of wanting to foster [00:33:00] social acceptance and uplifting of voices that aren’t 

normally uplifted, I did feel very safe, for the most part. I did have a very gut reaction to being 

misgendered junior year, and I would really lash out at folks that couldn’t use “they” pronouns. 

And would really, the call-out culture at Brown was especially virulent during that time. And I 

remember using that to my advantage, to try to hold folks accountable for pronouns. I remember 

being a junior and having a community in my dorm of assigned-female-at-birth folks that were 

mostly lesbians. And how they started to like wield some (inaudible) rhetoric against me. 

[00:34:00] And I really righteously just disconnected from all of them. And the culture then was 

very, very, very [shitake?] of these folks did this. These folks are bad people. These folks aren’t 

true activists because they said these things or did these things. And I remember going to my 

communities and the folks that I looked up to as like amazing activists and like trying to say all 

these things about the folks that I felt had wronged me, to kind of like make my point and make 

my community. There were all these strange rifts in the activist culture around that time. The 

POC Together organizing movement was happening then. And there were like huge rifts that I 

was aware of within that culture, in that space. Because I was friends with some of those, the top 

organizers of that. And -- 

 

SN: Do you mind just [00:35:00] giving a couple more like historical details on that? 

 

RS: Yeah. So the student activism had been really building, especially student activism that was 

fronted by and led by students of color, based around the Brown Center for Students of Color, 

which was the Third World Center then. That switch, I think, happened my senior year or junior 

year. My first semester at Brown was when Ray Kelly was shouted off the stage. So that was the 

student activism culture I came into. I remember not really knowing what to think of the Ray 

Kelly thing and trying to see both sides. But then being in a really privileged theatre space that 

was like, oh, those activists were so disrespectful. The kind of things that we see, the Republican 

party saying about Democrats trying to protest the Kavanaugh hearing, too. And then [00:36:00] 

also being close with the activists and seeing, oh, this comes from like a lived experience of 

trauma. I think that was like the first instance that really made me learn how to disconnect from 

the more privileged side of Brown’s culture. And they’re not entirely synonymous, like they’re 
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not entirely exclusive. They’re definitely is intersections of privilege within our activism culture 

here at Brown. But I remember that was the first time that I really chose the activist culture over 

other parts of Brown.  

And things just really started to build throughout my time at Brown. I started food-

cooping at Finlandia, and Finlandia housed Students Against the Prison-Industrial Complex then. 

I became fairly close with their founder and with a couple of other friends that were in that 

group. I wanted to join that group. But they were going through [00:37:00] a period of deciding 

whether they wanted White people in the group at all, and stopped all of their activism to decide 

whether or not to kick out all the white people. Like a really interesting time. And what else was 

happening? There was a bunch of other big mobilizations of bodies and folks on campus. I 

remember a bunch of like really big protests. There was the whole Indigenous Peoples Day, the 

racist op-ed in the BDH, where the Brown Daily Herald published two op-eds from a student 

about Christopher Columbus’ like colonization of indigenous people. And saying that was 

actually the Columbus exchange, like exchanging of cultures. And also an article about eugenics, 

which really awful, [00:38:00] awful, awful op-eds. And so there was a lot of protesting around 

the BDH.  

But the activist culture started to get really snippy and general, and like the activists 

started to – There was this culture of – There was no real community support at the end of the 

day. There was no caring about individual well-being. It was all activism, upwards toward this 

broader cause of possibly reforming the university for folks in the future. I think that was a core 

thing that activists wanted at that time and still do want. But it really wasn’t fully as in-line with 

that cause as it could have been. A lot of it was really based around individual want and 

responding to and weaponizing past trauma. [00:39:00] And trans folks were a part of that, too, 

then. And those who were trans were seen to have like a unique trauma and a unique social 

capital within that culture. I remember being treated very differently in that culture before and 

after coming out as trans. That was something that was really interesting, and I had to come to 

terms with, is that like folks that didn’t give me the time of day or were very mean to me before, 

when I was a more masculine-appearing, cis-gay man, were nicer to me, now that I used “they” 

pronouns and appeared more feminine. I think it influenced my transition, almost pushed me to 

want to be more feminine, to be accepted by these people and those communities. It’s very, very 

interesting, and an interesting space to come into as a trans person. 
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SN: Yeah. And at a really interesting specific historical moment, got caught in these series of 

like broader transitions politically. 

 

RS: [00:40:00] Yeah. There was a huge rift between some of the leaders of POC Together and 

the leaders of Students Against the Prison-Industrial Complex. There was like overlap in their 

staff, or neither of them were staff. Like, I don’t know. Organizers. And then the BCSE was also 

kind of like a satellite party. Folks didn’t like the BCSE then. I hear that there’s still some kind 

of distrust of them as an institution now. Yeah, lots of instability. But like really, just like really 

petty arguments that were really, really toxic between those people. Creation of like Google docs 

just full of insults. And like – 

 

SN: Oh wow. 

 

RS: And like, this person did this. This person did that. Or [00:41:00] shared as a means of 

discrediting people. It was disposability culture. That was really what it was called then, of just 

these were the reasons that this person is disposable and isn’t the activist everyone thinks they 

are. And there was really this culture that, I think, this year’s seniors, in a lot of ways, really 

came up in because they were first years when POC Together was happening. Of like if you fuck 

up once, you can be disposable. And that’s a culture that I think Brown is very much still 

recovering from. I definitely see it turning more towards like community-building and like 

healing in a lot of ways, which is awesome. I saw some of the activists who were themselves 

burnt out and shunned and disposed by that culture, who should have been fully embraced and 

upheld by that culture, turn to building more community-building rivulets to hold the folks 

[00:42:00] that were ejected and burned out from that culture. So yeah, I think that shift is still 

happening.  

 

SN: Yeah. Yeah. Yeah, I mean I was a freshman coming into that, and so I very specifically 

remember the kind of ethos around that, and how I was supposed to interact. I was not trans at 

the time, or outwardly trans. But like POC queer, and how to navigate that. But yeah, yeah. Yeah 

and I think related to that, I’m wondering about the ways in which that activism was so centered, 
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like had axes of interpersonal relation and then also relation to the institution. And you 

mentioned about your feelings around Brown as a space for trans people interpersonally, versus 

institutionally. And I was hoping to gather a bit more of that. 

 

RS: Yeah. [00:43:00] There wasn’t a lot of trans-specific activism or organizing happening then. 

And I kind of tried to start a little bit of individual activism through – I was president of Queer 

People and Allies for the Advancement of Medicine for my junior and senior year, with another 

trans person who’s currently a med student. And we tried little projects of advocating for gender-

neutral bathrooms and trying to make certain departments – I was a neuroscience concentrator at 

the time. That’s what I graduated as. And trying to do trans-inclusive or trans-centered 

neuroscience writing and research was so hard. So I was trying to gain support around that. Just 

literally advocating for the idea of a brain that’s not male or female, which there is 

neuroscientific evidence of. But that the department was not in favor of. So I [00:44:00] shifted 

my interest and focus towards other realms of activism. My senior year, I became a lot more 

involved in the community. I got involved in Connected for Health, which was like this program 

that trains Brown students as caseworkers and puts them in Hasbro Children’s Hospital and they 

take on – I did it as a summer fellow. And they take on a caseload of 15 to 20 families, most of 

whom are like low-income, and help them connect them with like needs in Providence. And it 

really fulfilled me in an entirely different way. It really created this little – this passion for 

connecting with communities outside of Brown, realizing that there was a real connection and 

real community-building outside of Brown. I got selected for this organization called the New 

Leaders Council and was, I think, the youngest fellow ever in their class. [00:45:00] So I was the 

first non-binary person in that. And met all of these young but much older than me like 

millennial folks in Rhode Island, mostly ages like 24 to late thirties. So that became a different 

community for me. I’m actually on their board now, and I helped to pick their class of LC 

fellows for Rhode Island, I think it was last May.  

So I was still coming into my transness around then. I think the point I wish my transness 

really started to take off is – I had moments of being in a beautiful community my senior year, 

and being able to just go out in dresses and in make-up. Zay was the space where I really would 

do that. I would show up at their parties and took on this celebrity air. I would come in these 

dramatic dresses and make-up and would dance really wildly in there, in their bar, with folks. 
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And that was the kind of ways I formed community with folks there. [00:46:00] And if and when 

I showed up there, and there were other non-binary and trans-fem folks, a lot of whom I had 

started transition with around that same time – My roommate, one of my close friends started 

transition around the same time as me. We’d coordinate. We’d be there at the same time. It’s 

where I actually interacted with and reconnected with a trans woman that became a partner of 

mine for a period of time, which was really, really beautiful. Yeah. So that really, were the 

spaces that I got to celebrate my transness my senior year. And a lot of it was sisterhood with my 

best friend to – who really helped me to – Shared make-up with me, made me comfortable to be 

myself and experiment with make-up. I remember going to the formal with her in this like dress 

that was dramatically cut up to here, and this dramatic fur coat.  

But I didn’t really come into my transness in a more activated [00:47:00] way until I 

graduated and started a fifth-year Master’s, close to a year ago now. A little bit more than a year 

ago. Because that’s when I got access to hormone therapy for the first time under Brown’s health 

insurance. Previously, I was under my parents’ military health insurance, Tricare, and I 

remember trying to make the phone calls to like my mom, overall. My dad and I didn’t talk about 

it, and my mom was just like, “OK. If you’re going to do this, you’re going to figure it out by 

yourself. I don’t agree with this. I don’t think you need to change your body for this identity. I 

don’t understand. But you can make it work on your own time, through all your own effort.”  

I remember trying to call the health insurance company at the time and having them try to 

find this code for a coverage that they didn’t understand. All of them were actually very nice and 

understanding. One of them was like, “Oh, my nephew/niece had this, too. I [00:48:00] know 

exactly what this is. Let me see if there’s coverage for this.” And what we figured out is there’s 

coverage with provider discretion, which means that the providers in-network for Tricare 

military insurance choose whether it’s covered or not. And that just sounded such like a stressful 

way to start hormone therapy. And I just knew that that wasn’t right. So I made specific plans to 

find health insurance when I graduated and prioritized transition.  

And those moments of starting hormone therapy, that fall semester, the beginning of my 

fifth-year Master’s, were so beautiful. Like, this joy and just alignment of self. I think I had had a 

little bit of doubt because my mom was really gas lighting me and didn’t think it was a good 

choice. And you’re never really sure until you do it. But I just felt so aligned and so myself. 

[00:49:00] School was really hard around then. In order to get coverage, I also took on an 
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AmeriCorps position full-time to get their secondary health insurance coverage that paid. I didn’t 

really do a good job of using that to pay for my co-pays, but theoretically, that’s what I was 

going to do. But the AmeriCorps position paid the bills.  

I worked in a nonprofit called Rhode Island for Community and Justice that was 

positioned to do really amazing youth work. We worked with a lot of high schoolers from South 

Providence, pretty much all of whom were youth of color. Some of them were queer and trans. 

Got really close with some of the trans students, one trans student in particular. There were some 

other folks that came in and out, but they didn’t really stay. And it centered around this intensive 

community-building summer camp called Project Respect. And I would plan programming for 

these high schoolers and felt – I’d done the case work a year before, so I was familiar with the 

landscape of Providence. But formed [00:50:00] all these connections with these Providence 

high schoolers. Before I was on hormone therapy, over the summer, I was working in a 

biochemistry lab for a month, which was like a part-time job. I hated it. It was not an affirming 

environment. I felt like I was like suffocating. And then like interacting with those youth, they 

had learned about gender identity and transness through the summer camp. So they were like 

primed to meet me and accept me. And the community that I had come into that, I think was the 

beautiful community-building experience that I never had quite at Brown. And I just remember 

being really, really close, maybe even like should have been forming clearer boundaries with 

these high schoolers. But I didn’t have a lot of youth work experience. And these high schoolers 

just adored me and would like – I was working part-time and worked 20 hours. And when I’d get 

off work, they would take me to like South Providence. And I’d get [00:51:00] food with them 

and learned all the stuff about their lives. It was really beautiful. And I became really, really 

close with some of those folks, did work with them throughout the year to build the youth 

program. And then did this summer camp this last June. It was extremely beautiful. Going 

through – I really consider a lot of my transition to have taken part in that program, because it 

was so beautiful and trans-inclusive.  

The Master’s program at the School of Public Health was like comparatively colder to 

undergrad. It was not the same as the undergrad culture. A lot of folks coming from other 

institutions and like – It was interesting. The public health faculty cared a lot about inclusion of 

queer and trans folks because they study like sexual and gender minority populations. But the 

students were entirely different. And I had a lot of friends that were still in town from the year 
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[00:52:00] before. And I didn’t really make connections with those folks, because I didn’t have 

to. And I didn’t feel much of a commonality or felt that I was being seen by them. I was working 

with, still am working with a researcher at the School of Public Health named Don Operario, 

who is really incredible. Got the first NIH-funded grant to study trans populations ever. And he 

did it on trans women of color who are sex workers in San Francisco. Just did qualitative work 

where he took their literal narratives and published it word for word. Amazing, amazing work. 

So I really looked up to him. I took a grad-level class with him senior year and did a paper on 

non-binary mental health, which was the first of its kind. And found 80% lifetime self-harm rates 

in non-binary populations, which is unseen across the board, even in like trans populations in 

general. [00:53:00] Just extremely high. Still a passion of mine.  

I really want to do individual research on non-binary populations in general, because I 

think that we have unique experiences of like harassment and deriving community support than 

binary trans people. And we also, for those of us that don’t necessarily want to be gender-

conforming trans men or women, never really see the amelioration of that harassment or 

belonging or sense of assimilation. Not that trans people that want to pass aren’t assimilating. 

But our experiences are just different. And I think that we have different mental health outcomes 

because of it. There’s some research that I still very much meant to do, but I have to get my shit 

together in other regards first.  

Around all this time that I was doing [00:54:00] this transition out of that AmeriCorps 

job, and it was very hard for me to balance the Master’s and that job at the same time. I’m 

actually still finishing the thesis and some outstanding coursework from that Master’s. I’m 

officially still a student. But I’m also full-time employed as a research assistant. So yeah, 

balancing those has been really hard, actually. After this interview, I’m about to go and do some 

intensive thesis work.  

Not too long ago, a paper was published in the department that I’m in, in the Brown 

Department of Behavioral and Social Sciences in the School of Public Health by a woman 

named Lisa Littman that was talking about rapid-onset gender dysphoria in trans adolescents. 

And talking about this phenomenon of trans youth, a majority of whom from the sample, were 

assigned female at birth, who came out as trans relatively late in their life, in their teens or later. 

Which doesn’t necessarily fit the narrative [00:55:00] that other, of trans kids that we see in the 

media a lot of time, of like, this little boy knows that he’s a girl at six years old and likes to wear 
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dresses, and what do we think about that? It’s different when trans teens come out, because I feel 

like we gaslight teens so much regardless. You know? And so add a trans identity to that. This 

research was so specifically toxic and harmful and had awful ethological biases and flaws 

because this woman pulled not trans kids but their mothers. And found these mothers on sites, on 

websites that were organized around trying to derive support around not understanding why their 

child was trans. So all of these websites were really blatantly [00:56:00] anti-trans. They were 

gender-truth.org and shit like that. So a lot of the statistics that came out of this paper were like, 

80 something percent of trans youth in their teens end up convincing other trans youth to be 

trans. Shit like that. Like trans youth do not report feeling comfortable talking to their parents 

about their transition. Of course not, but framed in this way that showed transness as a form of 

social contagion and something that was really harmful. Lisa Littman, who’s still a faculty at 

Brown as of this day, November 8, 2018, considers herself to be a de-transition expert. that 

there’s been a lot of research into giving trans people access to hormone therapy, but there’s not 

enough research on trans people [00:57:00] who end up de-transitioning. Or, as she calls it, over-

prescription of hormone therapies to trans communities. She’s a trans-exclusionary radical 

feminist. She just is at the end of the day. I was able to talk with a woman named Dr [Forsiye?], 

who is faculty at the, where I’m at, Alpert Medical School but also does amazing work at Rhode 

Island Hospital, working with trans youth and their families and giving trans youth access to 

hormone blockers and hormone therapies. Talking to trans youth with a language that makes 

sense and feels right to them, doing this amazing preventative care in preventing a lot of the 

mental health issues that trans youth and trans people experience later in life. She organizes this 

thing called Gender Rounds now, where papers related to transgender and transition care are 

presented, so that all those folks that have interest [00:58:00] or experience in this field can talk 

about it. Lisa Littman presented her paper at Gender Rounds before it was submitted for 

publishing.  

And everyone at Gender Rounds told her how specifically harmful and flawed this paper 

was. One of her final suggestions from her research – I have like goosebumps thinking about 

how awful it is – is that physicians should disregard trans youth’s endorsement of their parents 

being abusive in denying them hormone therapy. And instead listen to the parents. Directly goes 

against (inaudible) standards of care. It’s extremely harmful research. It’s been a really 

interesting moment in trying to understand, at an institutional level, Brown’s ability to support 
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trans people and trans-inclusive, trans-affirmative research simultaneously. Because there’s been 

this like huge outcry from [00:59:00] academic and – So like, academic, trans-affirming 

communities and trans folks here that are students. Myself and two other people, there are three 

trans students in the department in which this paper was published. I think there’s only one or 

two other trans people in the entire School of Public Health besides us. But we wrote this letter 

to the school, saying this is extremely harmful research. This is how you can start to combat this. 

And the school just doesn’t know how to respond to it and can’t do enough. And I’ve learned a 

lot about what academic freedom means at this school in that researchers – Once a researcher has 

faculty status here, their research is more or less protected. And I was actually in a meeting with 

the provost to try to discuss the accountability and what can be done with this just awful paper, 

because it has implications far beyond this school, to its being picked up by [01:00:00] right-

wing media sources and being lauded as this amazing piece of scientific literature. There had 

been multiple lawsuits that have been carried out against GSAs, (inaudible) and conservative and 

rural communities citing social contagion theory, saying that queer and trans kids within GSAs 

are infecting each other with queerness and transness on a social level. Extremely harmful 

literature. But what the school told me, and the provost told me specifically, is that if they 

specifically target and hold one kind of research accountable, then that opens the university up so 

that other kinds of research can be scrutinized. And that those faculties’ positions can be put 

under purview. And I think that’s bullshit. A lot of other trans people think that’s bullshit. 

Because there’s a line at the end of the [01:01:00] day. We don’t support other faculty, like there 

is a limit. If a faculty were to create research on conversion therapy, like the act of trying to 

make queer and trans people not queer or straight, which in some ways is really what this is. This 

is the modern version of conversion therapy. Basically, this paper is so severely bad. And I don’t 

fully understand why the administration doesn’t get that, and why their hands are so tied. I think 

it’s just a gap in empathy.  

So I’ve been trying to understand, as a trans person that has now been through this 

institution at the level of undergraduate, at the level of graduate, as a Master’s student, and now 

as a staff person, as a research assistant, what I mean to this institution. And how I give them the 

– [01:02:00] I am the token trans person. I was in neuroscience. I was the one trans person in 

neuroscience. I was the one trans person in my Master’s program, more or less. There was a trans 

person in the PhD program, and there’s a trans person who’s in a different Master’s program that 
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still fits in the department. But I am the one in so many respects. But this paper being published 

has corroded my, I wouldn’t say my, yeah, in some ways, my confidence. Just my want to be 

affiliated with this institution. I took the paper that I wrote for Don Operario’s senior class, on 

non-binary transitioning and mental health, to a bunch of conferences. I took it to the Rhode 

Island trans conference, and I took it to an international conference called Moving Trans History 

Forward in Victoria, British Columbia, in Canada. [01:03:00] And I brought Brown’s name with 

it. And I don’t want to bring Brown’s name anymore. And I’m not going to, with my research. 

I’ll probably bring, I don’t know. I’m going to be applying to PhDs next year, and it works out 

because there aren’t really many counseling-psychology or psychology programs here, so I have 

to go somewhere else for a PhD. But I’m ready to be affiliated with a different institution.  

This specific instance around Lisa Littman, and how this institution tries to support trans 

folks institutionally but not – Or like tries to support trans folks through giving us access to 

health services and through different things but doesn’t show up for us at an institutional level, 

it’s hard for me to process. [01:04:00] And even dealing with something as, an employee through 

them right now. I fell into a weird insurance loophole where I have to pay for my hormones out 

of pocket for two months. This is what I’ve been coming to terms with in the past two days. And 

it’s weird, because I’ll reach out to human resources and they’re super amazing and really good 

at using my pronouns, which is surprising, but also won’t give me access to, help me get 

coverage for the life-saving care I need. I’m another cog in their system. The empathy only goes 

so far. Perhaps that’s just the nature of institutions and academic institutions at the end of the 

day. I think no matter how trans-inclusive and trans-affirmative academic institutions in these 

climates become, I’m not sure [01:05:00] these institutions will ever truly care about trans people 

at the end of the day. They really care about the idea of being trans-inclusive institutions. 

 

SN: Or being seen as – 

 

RS: Or being seen as. From my interactions with faculty members and through really high-up 

administrators, I think it’s sincere. I’ve had this question to them before. Is this sincere? Is this 

for show? And they tell me it’s sincere, and I believe them. I don’t think they know what truly 

showing up for trans people looks like. That we’re such a specifically underprivileged 

community that like walks through life, day to day, with so much trauma. And I wish they could 
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support us more. After this letter was published, the three of us students in the department were 

reached out to by all of the health services employees. CAPS, [01:06:00] Brown Health Services, 

Be Well, and other institutions, asking for training, asking for us to come to them and give 

suggestions. We’re students. We’re burnt out. We’re overworked. Even at an institution like 

Brown that tries very hard and is almost definitely on the upper end of trying hard to be inclusive 

to trans students, there are huge gaps. And there are so few trans faculty at this school. I really 

want to have tenure someday, really just for the sake of being a trans person in a faculty position 

that trans students, in the future, can come to and look up to. I really didn’t have that 

representation or see that here. 

 

SN: [01:07:00] Neither did I. 

 

RS: I remember being in a class with you and pushing back against cis-gay men teaching queer 

literature that I didn’t feel like have a nuanced enough lens or that didn’t feel that represent me. 

Even in the spaces that were supposed to represent me. I felt that I wasn’t being represented. All 

of the community and joy that I found through Brown was because of the student body and 

because of the individual people here. I think that applauding this institution for giving me access 

to hormone therapy would be like patting someone on the back for giving me basic human rights. 

I’m really thankful to the activists that came before me that gave me access to that hormone 

therapy. [01:08:00] But I can’t really applaud Brown for being good to trans folks right now. I 

wish that this institution had archived trans voices and got our perspective sooner. I wish that 

they had reached out to us and asked our needs before we had an intensive community 

breakdown moment around a piece of harmful literature that the university itself endorsed in a 

news release.  

 

SN: I think that’s a really critical and important place to just like drop the onus on Brown. Yeah. 

And a kind of like historical juncture that we still have to see how it develops.  

 

RS: [01:09:00] I should probably just put down into the archive more details around this incident 

that happened, because I think it was a very sensitive and just like very particular issue. And I 

feel that I was in a unique position as a trans person in the department at the time. But it took a 
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couple of meetings with administrators in the department for them to actually get the impact and 

to get what was going on. They saw it as a two-sides issue for a while, of these are the trans 

people affected. These are the parents of these trans youth that want this, that think that this 

literature is important to them, that think that it represents, is research that represents their child’s 

experience in a way that they can understand. In a way that validates their fears and prevents 

them from going through the process that a lot of parents of trans folks have to, mourning the 

death of their cis-gender [01:10:00] child, as they saw it.  

It took me crying, literally talking about how this paper was a human rights violation and 

having a moment of retraumatization in front of the dean of the School of Public Health and 

many other deans, diversity, equity, and inclusion, as well as student support, for them to get the 

impact of it. They responded by having a CAPS clinician come down to the School of Public 

Health to have office hours every once in a while. And they really patted themselves on the back 

for that, for having this one clinician come for a couple of hours for the four to five trans students 

in the whole school who are too retraumatized, to come to. I think I know one trans person that 

used it, and they said it was somewhat helpful. But band-aid issues. [01:11:00]  

And something that’s so important is that that researcher, Professor Littman, one, she was 

a spousal hire. And I think, based off of her hiring timeline, I think that she did have the abstract 

presentation for this paper on her CV when she was being hired. And I’m actually hoping to file 

a Title IX investigation to see whether that was the case, and whether Brown had active or 

implicit discriminatory intent in hiring her. But she is trying to actively push additional research, 

through Brown’s IRB, their Internal Review Board, as we speak. So she’s trying to get additional 

extremely harmful research on trans communities approved, as we speak. And I want to 

[01:12:00] trust that the university will do the right thing and say that this research violates IRB 

protocol this time around. It also should be said that the first round of this research went through 

Mount Sinai’s IRB review board. It did not go through Brown’s. But I hope that Brown does the 

right thing and makes it so this research doesn’t continue to happen. But I just don’t know. I 

think we’ve learned from this that Brown likes to consider itself an impartial party in a lot of 

ways.  

 

SN: Do you feel good? Is there anything you’d like to add? 
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RS: I think we captured most everything. [01:13:00] Yeah. I can’t think of anything else to add 

to that, to that narrative right now. Do you have any follow-up questions? 

 

SN: Well, I was going to ask about how you plan to kind of like further the interaction around 

this paper. You incorporate a lot of that at the end. That was really something I was interested in. 

 

RS: I really want to get this Title IX filed. But it’s just a matter of finding the energy to do so. 

That’s why trans activism is hard. I need to make sure my basic needs, that my apartment is paid 

for, that I have, that I’m doing well in my [01:14:00] job that sustains me, before I can do these 

extra things to try to hold the institution accountable for this behavior.  

 

SN: Yeah. And I feel like that really resonates with a lot of questions around student organizers’ 

labor being kind of funneled into the institution without being compensated. 

 

RS: Yeah. The school is already so hard as it is. So I’m still at a really interesting crossroads. I’m 

ready to be finished as a student at Brown, and I’m very close to being finished. But my 

experiences of, a lot of what’s prevented me from doing so at this point is dealing with this 

institution’s transphobia on an institutional level. [01:15:00] That’s a theme that I think was 

really pulled through my undergraduate and graduate experiences, too, is just that we, there’s so 

few of us in departments at Brown. And we’re so already especially vulnerable in psychosocial 

ways. And when something happens institutional that puts any sort of psychosocial pressure on 

us, we feel it so extremely. And it really – I’m already dealing with so much as a trans person, 

trying to be a student at this university. I can’t deal with the university’s malfeasance at the same 

time. It’s too much. I’m ready to be done. And I think we have to look at institutions and 

corporations, because at the end of the day, the Brown Corporation makes the [01:16:00] 

decisions on Brown. You have to remember that.  

As institutions and corporations as nuanced. And I think I will always look at Brown as 

many different things. I will look at it as the place – as the liberal haven where I was able to 

come to my transness and be safe. But I will also look at it as the institution that never funded 

my student research on transness and was responsible for transphobic institutional malfeasance 

that made my time here, towards the end, very hard. Because I was coming into my identity. As 
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an institution that creates all of this really important academic work and tries to privilege 

underrepresented scholarship, [01:17:00] but also has awful and predatory relationships with the 

rest of Providence in not paying property taxes.  

It was extremely frustrating working with high schoolers from underprivileged 

backgrounds in Providence, helping them write their essays to Brown, seeing them so clearly as 

Brown students, as folks that could succeed in this institution, and seeing none of them get in. So 

I’ve really learned to see Brown from so many different perspectives, of this institution that 

simultaneously creates space for us but also takes internal space away from us. And then doesn’t 

even offer space to folks in its community that it takes literal physical space from. [01:18:00] 

Very complicated.  

One other thing I might say is that at one point, while working as an AmeriCorps Vista, I 

wrote this grant to try to get funding for the youth group, youth action council I was working for. 

I disclosed my trans identity in the grant. I won the grant without knowing, and a press release 

was published about me as a winner in which I was outed as trans. And I only learned about it 

because the Brown Daily Herald contacted me for an interview. And so I think I was outed in the 

Providence Journal. It was an extreme moment of all of the fear that my rural Midwestern 

upbringing instilled in me came back. [01:19:00] It made me realize that the Brown haven was a 

very safe place to come into myself as a trans person. The real world isn’t like that. It’s a lot 

harder. And the stakes get higher when you leave Brown. And maybe learning about the 

institutional malfeasance was, in some ways, prepared me for that is the – The World at this 

juncture, on a systems level, especially the capitalist and Western direct world doesn’t care about 

us. I’m not sure it ever well. It’s fundamentally opposed to the colonialist, cis-male centric 

structures that built it. [01:20:00] Brown’s a product of that. So maybe we shouldn’t be surprised 

that Brown, as an institution, still passively upholds those values. Because it maybe hasn’t 

worked to actively deconstruct that. It passes policy to just barely support us, give us the 

resources to feel OK here. But things slip through the cracks. You have to remember that this 

institution is trying, and that is something. We can survive off of the breadcrumbs it gives us. But 

at the end of the day, there’s this underlying historical malevolence that’s present across America 

and all of Western society. But also is present in this institution.  

 

SN: Well, thank you so much for sharing [01:21:00] your story. It’s been really impactful. 
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RS: I’m glad. Thank you for having me.  

 

SN: Yep. 

- END - 


